Welcome to 'Gentleman’s Classic Yacht
m/s ROTA II is a truly magnificent crewed classic motorsailer available for private
charter for short term cruises or Daily trips from Athens, enabling all guests to enjoy
their holidays the way they dream of, in privacy, affordably, and safely.

Our Classic Motor-Sailer
This 'Gentleman’s yacht' is an exceptional 65 feet (20m) luxury motorsailer, available for private charter in Greece
starting from Athens. She is a fantastic pedigree yacht, built-in 1958 under the highest standards by the reputed
Akerboom-Feadship Shipyard, in Lisse of Holland. She carries the registration number 130 among the 150 boats
that were built by Akerboom and she is the only one in Greece.
This Classic Yacht of 20 meters has a sophisticated design, superior quality, offering excellent cruising
performance, even in rough seas. It offers all the elegance, style and luxury of a classical motorsailer, along with
comfortable interior and exterior salons, ideal for safe and relaxing holidays.

Our Daily Cruises
Our yacht is perfect for daily cruises! Take the ones you cherish most, and join us onboard for a cruise to
crystalline blue waters of Greek seas. Stop-overs to secluded bays for swimming and relaxing with lunch and
drinks, enjoying the different scenery of nature, a truly unique experience!
Daily cruises can give another meaning to your vacation or weekend. Enjoy a different way out to new naval
destinations that you dream of. Escape the hectic rhythms and traffic of the city, the crowded beaches, and relax
in the heart of nature. Sunbathe and get lazy on deck, engage in various recreational activities that have been
studied just for you. For all of you wanting to have an active time, you will have the opportunity at will, to
engage in water sports, swimming, free diving.
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Renovation / Specifications
This magnificent motorsailer has a great history in the seas and it is now in its top condition ever, after a series
of extensive renovations and a meticulous maintenance plan in all sectors including engineering, electrical,
electronic, hydraulic, safety, etc. The hull is made of high-quality steel and all wooden constructions are made of
Teak and Iroko wood.
Our yacht has a very low fuel consumption (65 liters) per hour for both engines and great independence in fuel
(4000 liters) and drinking water (3000 liters), thus giving our guests the privilege to fully enjoy the vastness of
the Greek seas in comfort.

BOAT TYPE: Classic motorsailer (Gentleman’s yacht)
BUILT: Akerboom - Feadship, Lizze, Holland, 1958
LAST REFITS: 2010 & 2018
CONSTRUCTION: Steel
DECKS: Teak, Iroko wood
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L.O.A: 19,80m
BEAM: 5,20m
DRAFT: 1,60m
ENGINES: 2 x General Motors 150 hp
MAXIMUM SPEED: 10,00 knots
CRUISING SPEED: 9,00 knots
GENERATORS: 2 x Onan (12,5 kW + 11,5 kW)
FUEL CAPACITY: 4000 L
FUEL CONSUMPTION: 65 L/hr (main engines) + 5 L/hr (generators)
FRESH WATER CAPACITY: 3000 L

No of GUESTS: 7 for 2-7 days, or up to 30 for Daily Cruises.
CABINS: 4 (3 x double beds + 1 with 2 berths) + Crew Cabin
HEADS: 4 + Crew head (all en suite)
AIR CONDITIONING: Fully air conditioned in all indoor facilities with separate climate control in each cabin
FULLY EQUIPPED GALLEY: Electric stove, large electric oven, microwave oven, 3 refrigerators, 1 deep
freezer/refrigerator, ice cube maker, Dolce Gusto (Nescafe) coffee maker for various types of coffee &
beverages, filter coffee maker, etc.
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT: LCD TV 32” with home cinema in lounge, movies collection, audio equipment
indoors in lounge and outdoors with cd collection, laptop and wi-fi access
WATER SPORTS EQUIPMENT: O-ring, canoe for 2 persons, double banana, snorkelling & fishing equipment.
TENDER: Caribe 3,65m with Honda 40 hp 4-stroke (outboard)
NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT: Garmin radar, Garmin GPS plotter, Garmin depth finder, VHF/DSA, EPIRB
CREW: 2-3 in separate cabin.
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Head-Port: ALIMOS marina / Athens Greece. Charter options: Day-cruise for up to 30 guests or up to 7
guests for 2-7days +crew 2-3. Period: April - November. Navigation: CYCLADES or SARONIC islands.
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